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Abstract: The paper is a plea for SMEs to use workflow systems in business 

processes support. In this article we made a literature review regarding workflow 

systems, a new and very interesting theme. Then we applied the technology on a 

data structure that contains financial-economic information of Romanian SMES. In 

our case study we created a workflow system for the Romanian SMEs interaction in 

a Network Business Environment. The workflow surprise the: order - invoice 

reference - product delivery - payment registration - sending invoice process 

between two SMEs. 
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Introduction  

In the era of big data all the specialists recommend to support business processes by 

workflow systems than by databases or data warehouses. After a literature review, in 

articles and books available on international databases, such as Web of Science, 

EBSCOhost, IS journals and IS conference proceedings we found out that the aim of 

workflow systems is to support business processes. A business process consists of a 

sequence of tasks. Workflow management system (WFMSs) uses databases and maps the 

dynamic workflow engine to rules of an active database system. WFMSs provide an 

environment to define and execute complex processes that are frequent in urgent 

computing and science scenarios. In our article we studied the methodologies of 

implementing data based workflow systems and demonstrate how to create one for the 

Romanian SMEs. 
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1. Research Methodology 

For this article we decided to study the literature with the focus on workflow management 

systems.  Our study has 4 steps: 

1. Defining the research questions to answer: What workflow systems means and which is 

the aim?, Does WFMS may be use by SMEs?; 

2. Choosing databases to search articles, chapters’ books and scratch. In this respect we 

have chosen Web of Science, EBSCOhost, IS journals and IS conference proceedings;  

3. Screening papers and extracting information that might be transformed in knowledge. 

There have been chosen especially new articles. For the selection we asked several 

keywords, such as: “workflow systems”, “Business process”,” workflow systems for SMEs”, 

etc.;  

4. Using Oracle Database 11g Express Edition to create the workflow, designing a program 

that reads a process node as table records, as we describe in the case study. The data 

structure contain information regarding Romanian SMEs: name, contact information, 

activity’ domain (CAEN: Classification of Activities in the National Economy), economic-

financial data (assets, liabilities, equity, debt, stocks, net income, total expenses, turnover, 

profit, number of employees, etc. on a period of 2006-2013;), orders, products, stocks, 

receipts, status and nodes.  

2. Literature Review 

Scientific workflows arose from the need to analyze data from different scientific domains 

in e-science, especially in the life sciences, with the computational power.  Complex 

experiments had been done by the scientists using scientific workflows. [Holl, 2014] 

Workflow system is responsible to solve complex scientific problems from different 

domains, even in urgent computing (UC) infrastructures, solving the issues of deadline-

driven scheduling. Workflows capabilities allow interactive systems to be described by 

consolidation of heterogeneous resources: high performance computing, users, software, 

external devices and data sources. [Knyazkov, 2013] 

Large-scale, multi-stage simulation and data analysis, asked by modern science, are 

recommended to use workflow management systems. These computations can be done 

with scalable workflow management systems that are very efficient in the coordination of 

data processing and task execution on distributed resources, such as campus clusters, 

national cyber infrastructures, and commercial and academic clouds.  [Deelman, 2015] 

The scientists have to deal with large- scale of data and a single workflow-management 

server might affect the process performance, not giving the response in real time, 

especially in urgent computing.  In these cases the solution is distributed workflow-

management server architecture. [Tsai, 2010] 

Nowadays the big data collection processing and interacting with data reports and 

visualization is based on modern methods and algorithms of data analysis, such as in BI 

solutions. The extraction of knowledge from this amount of data may be dome with 

“Formal Concept Analysis Research Toolbox” (FCART). [Neznanov, 2014]   
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1.1 Workflow Management System 

According to the Workflow Management Coalition (WMC), a WFMS is a system that 

completely defines, manages and executes business processes through the execution of 

software whose order of execution is driven by a computer representation of the process 

logic [WMC94] 

Advantages of applying workflow systems to business processes comprise the following 

[Eder 1996]:  

1. Specification: This feature refers to a better specification of business processes, of 

regular (standard) processes or of special ad-hoc processes. Itself, organizational 

analysis and design made to implement workflow systems leads to high quality 

business processes.  

2. Documentation: Exact documentation is needed in a quality management, supporting 

a better traceability of processes, built-in status accounting, and improved 

responsiveness.  

3. Turn-around:  Workflow systems improve reactiveness, reducing turn-around times  

4. Flexibility: Workflow systems allow adaptation to business needs, being very easy to 

redesign the business processes. Furthermore, standard cases / processes as well as 

non-standard ones can be dealt within the range of one system.  

5. Integration:  In workflow systems is very easy to integrate different ITs solution, such 

as legacy systems. 

1.1.1. The static aspects of a workflow comprise all components which can be extracted 

from a workflow meta-model. There, the basic elements of a workflow are: 

� Activities are characterized by several attributes (like name or state) and methods 

(e.g., start, succeed). Elementary activities (tasks) describe the real work items in a 

process. 

� Data objects: concerning data which is manipulated within the tasks and data 

which is needed for process execution (scheduling, etc).  

 Agents are users of programs who are eligible to carry them out. For our 

classification it is only necessary to distinguish between human and machine agents.  

1.1.2. Dynamic Aspects of a Workflow - The execution of a workflow mainly comprises 

the answer to the following question: What (activity) has to be executed when, by whom 

and with which data? In [Jablonski 94] these W-questions are termed as  

1. functional (what),  

2. behavioral (when),  

3. organizational (whom), 

4. informational (which  data) perspectives.  

We are now able to identify at least two main types of Workflow Systems: 

1.2. Database Workflow Systems: 

The database-based systems store the documents and the process information in a 

database to which all agents (users and programs) must have access to. A database is 

essential for Database Workflow Systems because it contains:  [www3] 

1. The declaration and specification of workflows, processes and data; 

2. The invocation of a specific workflow; 
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3. The ability to monitor workflows. 

This approach has several advantages: 

• The execution of a workflow is a typical task for a client-server application. Usually, 

many clients from different location, running on different platforms connect to the 

workflow server.  

• The recovery mechanism of the database management system ensures that after 

crashes of clients or the server a backup of every running process is restored.  

• The transaction mechanism permits to increase concurrency in a safe way. For 

example, it is possible that different users view a document concurrently, or different 

users edit different parts of the same document.  

• A modern database management system provides application programming interfaces 

(APIs) to various languages and allows access over the network. The applications can 

communicate with the server only by making selects and updates in the server’s database.  

• The presence of all information about the dynamic state of processes and tasks in the 

database allows an easy implementation of a monitoring component.  

• All this can be retrieved by simple SQL queries. The authorization system of the 

database is used to control the different privileges of the users. 

Database Requirements after [www4] 

1. Each database access from a user or an application program (CRUD methods) is seen as 

an event, which can trigger the application of a rule. An event history log table must be 

kept for debugging purposes. 

2. Dynamic schema evolution means that data integrity must be preserved even if the 

table structure is altered adding or removing columns when modifying object properties. 

This may be achieved by adding new columns to existing indexes or defining new ones 

when a single-attribute index is removed. Tables like domains and classifications must be 

added in order to keep data integrity. 

3. Case study: 

In our case study we demonstrate how WFMS may be use by SMEs. The SMEs activity 

within the Network Business Environment dedicated to Romanian SMEs is very well 

implemented by a data workflow data structure, allowing changing the status of SMEs 

orders as the process requires, jumping from one node to another. This flexibility is very 

difficult to be implemented in a datawarehouse. We have created a workflow that 

simulates interaction between 2 SMEs in the B2B environment. The workflow steps are 

presented in the table below: receiving order, invoice preformed reference, product 

delivery, payment registration, sending invoice. 

Table. 3: Workflow Steps 

 

1. receiving order INSERT INTO "IMMWFMS"."COMENZI" (IDCOMANDA, CUI, DATA, IDSTARE, 

CUICLIENT, IDPROD) VALUES ('5', '13446570', TO_DATE('2014-08-28 00:00:00', 'YYYY-

MM-DD HH24:MI:SS'), '1', '16402241', '1') 

2. invoice preformed 

reference  

SELECT "IDFACT","CUI","NRFACT","SERIE","DATA","TOTAL","TVA","PROFORMA" 

FROM FACTURA WHERE IDFACT=1; 

3. product delivery UPDATE STOCURI S 

SET S.TOTAL=S.TOTAL-(SELECT CZ.CANT FROM CZ WHERE S.IDPRODUS=CZ.IDPROD ) 

WHERE S.IDPRODUS=1; 
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4. payment registration  UPDATE CONT C 

SET C.RULAJ=C.RULAJ+(SELECT CZ.CANT * CZ.PRET FROM COMENZI CZ WHERE 

C.IDCOMANDA=CZ.IDCOMANDA)   

WHERE C.IDCONT=1; 

5. sending invoice  SELECT "IDFACT","CUI","NRFACT","SERIE","DATA","TOTAL","TVA","PROFORMA" 

FROM FACTURA WHERE IDFACT=2; 

 

In our case study we designed a program that reads process nodes as table records. A 

node can be a decision block, a read / write block or an execution block. Browsing can be 

done with a simple cursor. The structure of a node records will invariably contain an index 

(or sequence), like a field node type, a field which will contain a condition - if a decision 

node - or the name of a procedure - in case execution node - as well as other information 

such as error codes or jump instructions. Conditions are descriptions of database states, 

actions or operations, which can modify the database or start external procedures. Actions 

are database actions formulated in SQL. Most of these queries can be divided into four 

categories: [www5] 

1. Queries that look-up a particular experimental step.  

2. Queries that examine the workflow history of a particular material.  

3. Data-dredging queries, aimed at identifying bottlenecks in a workflow 

4. Report-generation queries that fills the event history logging table. 

The event triggers the code and the conditions follow the keyword WHEN. 

Creating a process is equivalent to the insertion of nodes in node table and updating work-

flow, similar as an update process. 

The RESULT field from the node table may change its value depending on the outcome of 

a specific node execution. That field references what node is to be executed next as in 

Turing finite state automata. 

Table STARE (status) is descriptive for table NODES. It describes the RESULT field for each 

state, as we may see in our case study. 

The workflow execution is resumed in the following steps: 

1. A cursor is set to pars each record of the nodes table; 

2. For each record the type field is checked for node type: 

• If an execution node is met, then the name of the function is red, the needed  

parameters are provided, and the result is stored in a local variable (optionally, the 

result field maybe load with the exit code) 

• If a decision node is met, then a select query is built with the appropriate 

condition, and the result is displayed. Same here, the result field might be filled 

with the stop exit code. 

3. The next record is parsed accordingly to result field previous stored value. 

In this paper we use the syntax of PL/SQL delivered with Oracle Database 11g Express 

Edition. 

Conclusion  

In our paper we demonstrated that a data based workflow system is a more efficient 

solution for processing data warehouses, rather than using a general programming 
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language (e.g. Java, C++) and any ORM tool (e.g. Hibernate). We designed a workflow 

system for Romanian SMEs that might be used in their business process support. 
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